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Abstract
Qutb (1966) is among the mufassirun or commentators of the Quran who gives emphasis on the aspects of thematic coherent or al-wihdah al-mauduuiyyah in Quranic surah in his exegesis book of Tafsir Fi Zilal al-Quran. At the same time, he also associates the thematic coherent with the term syakhsiyiyah al-surah or the characteristic of Quranic surahs which is repeated several times in the tafsir apparently, emphasises a meaningful and conceptual term. This article is intended to clarify the concept of the term characteristic of Quranic surahs according to Sayyid Quotbs point of views in his book Tafsir Fi Zilal al-Quran. This study is a qualitative method of analysis of the data obtained from the primary and secondary sources of documents. The result shows that the term characteristic of Quranic Surahs or syakhsiyiyah al-surah has a wider context than the thematic coherent or al-wihdah al-mauduuiyyah, and states the benefits for the readers of the Quran because it is considered as a valuable tool to help them understanding the Quran comprehensively and efficiently.
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Introduction
Sayyid Qutb or his real name Sayyid Qutb Ibrahim Husain Shazili is among the influential commentators of tafsir in Arab countries, and all over the world in the 20th century. He was born in 1906 in the village of Musyah in the district in Asyut, Egypt. He grew up in a family that put high concern on Islamic education with the children. Therefore, since a child he has been taught about the Quran, hence he memorized the Quran before the age of eleven years.
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The story of Sayyids life, his struggles, and thoughts were clearly visible through his writings within three levels. The first level where the books initially focused on works of language and literature. Then it evolved to a writing related to the beauty, uniqueness, and inimitability of the language in the Quran, as an example; his book al-Taswir al-Fanni fī al-Quran and Mashahid al-Qiyamah fī al-Quran. Next, the high level of glory and great influence through his writings and thoughts occurred after his return from his stay in United States of America dated from 1948 to 1966. During the period, all his writings focused on the message of islah and tajdid, social justice in Islam and jihad. The work, which considered being his magnum opus, is Tafsir Fi Zilal al-Quran that had been translated into many languages in the world and published repeatedly. In addition to Tafsir Zilal, other works such as al-Adalah al-Ijtima'iyah fī al-Islam, the book of Hadha al-Din and Maalim fī al-Tariq had also attracted people (Al-Khalidi, 2012).

The Thematic Coherent Concept or al-wihdah al-mau'duiyyah in Tafsir Fi Zilal al-Quran

Tafsir Fi Zilal al-Quran is known by the application of the thematic coherent concept or al-wihdah al-mau'duiyyah in the Quran. In addition, this concept has a close relation with syakhsiyyah al-surah or characteristic of Quranic surahs, which is the focus of this paper. The concept of thematic coherent according to Sayyid Qutb, states that the Quran in its entirety shows a similar theme and is interconnected. Each surah also owns the central theme as well as the link between the verses with other verse in the same surah (Husain, 2015).

According to Muttalib (1986), al-Rumi (1997), Zarzur (1998) and Salah Al-Khalidi (2012), Qutb is the first Quran commentator who developed and applied the concept of thematic coherent in his book of tafsir. Despite previous Quran commentators who talked about this concept, such as Fakhruddin al-Razi (M606H) and al-Biqaiy (M885H), the application of the concept was not done in their tafsir book clearly and consistently as was done by Sayyid Qutb in the Tafsir Fi Zilal al-Quran.

According to Al-Khalidi (2012), he argued that Tafsir Fi Zilal al-Quran has an excellent performance in Quranic exegesis, which emphasises its strength in featuring the concept of al-wihdah al-mau'duiyyah or thematic coherent of the Quran in his interpretation of the style and language of its own. Al-Rumi (1997) also stated that Qutb had his standard and particular formulation in interpreting Quranic verses. Therefore, it is clearly shown that Qutb was extremely focused on the use of the thematic coherent on applying to the foundation of values of the Quran itself, where he concluded that the Quran and the rest of its contents aim to build human beliefs and creed. This goal is because such acts and human behaviors are direct results of one’s belief and creed, which is the thematic coherent of the Quran as a whole, according to Qutbs point of views.

Qutb found that each surah has a consistent theme, which he had defined as mihwar. Each theme of Quranic surahs diverses to other topics that he called as maqta, while maqta constitutes the smaller topic or juziyat. For Qutb, all the elements are built in a perfect order and decent which create the beauty of the Quranic language. Therefore, Salah Al-Khalidi concludes that Sayyid Qutb’s thematic coherent concept in his book Tafsir Fi Zilal al-Quran includes the following aspects;

1. The coherence (munasabat) between Quranic surahs.
2. The coherence (munasabat) between teachings (durus) in a surah which make the theme (mihwar) of each surah.
3. The coherence (munasabat) between topics (maqta) in the same teaching (durus).
4. The coherence (munasabat) between Quranic verses on the same topic (maqta).
The Character of Quranic Surahs Based on Sayyid Qutbs Point of Views
Among contemporary scholars of tafsir such as Qutb (2004), Said Hawwa, Dr. Faḍl Hassan Abbas (1985) and Mustafa Muslim (2005) introduce the term syakhsiyyah al-surah in their works. However, Sayyid Qutb was seen more frequently and consistently used the term in his book than others, in particular in the introduction of each surah. At a glance, this term is understood as a coherent or relation of themes in a surah. But in a particular investigation through Tafsir Fi Zilal al-Quran, the term is seen as possessing wider meaning and concept than that. Also, the term is less discussed by the scholars of tafsir and Quranic studies, thus showing as if the topic is not important, whereas anything that contributes to the understanding of the Qur'an is important.

The word (syakhsiyyah al-surah) is derived from the word (syakhs) which means personality or appearance in front of others (Manzur, 1992). The combination of word (syakhs) and the word (syakhsiyyah) means appearance or personality of Quranic surah from other chapters. Thus, it can be understood when one chapter has a character, it shows it has a personality and privileges of its own. The question is what is meant by syakhsiyyah al-surah, and what are the aspects, which build character and distinctive in every surah in the Quran?

In this case, an in-depth analysis has been done towards Tafsir Fi Zilal Quran to see the use of the phrase syakhsiyyah al-surah in the book to identify the meaning, thus identifying those aspects that build syakhsiyyah al-surah. Steps were taken starting with finding the word syakhsiyyah al-surah or word syakhsiyyah. Then the author analysed the topics discussed around the word. In addition, each Muqaddimah for each chapter in Tafsir Fi Zilal al-Quran was also analysed to gain information and insight into the meaning of this concept. Based on the observation and analysis from the data obtained, these following points were identified;

1. The definition of syakhsiyyah al-surah is broader and general than the thematic coherent concept or al-wihdah al-mauduiyyah. Sayyid Qutb also referred it as a word mihwar, maudu and ghayyah. He stated consistently in every introduction of each surah that every single chapter or surah of al-Quran has its personality. This is based on the following points:
   i. Sayyid Qutb represented the chapters of the Quran by God the Almighty, based on the point of a human being that each has its personality and privileges. Every person has the biological characteristics of being human, but are not similar in various angles such as, trait and nature. So is the case with chapters of the Quran, which each chapter has the privilege and the differences in compared to one another.
   ii. There are some statements from Sayyid Qutb indicated that syaksiyyah al-surah does not mean al-wihdah al-mauduiyyah.

"Anyone who studies the Quran closely, and tastes the unique and wealth of experience of living within its ambiance, will immediately identify the distinct character of every one of its surahs. Every surah has an aura and a personality of its own, with unique and well-defined features, and a feel that makes it stand apart from all the rest. Moreover, every surah revolves around a central theme or some major themes related to one another by a common thread or idea. Every surah radiates its atmosphere of meaning and essence, within which its theme, or themes, are discussed using the same well-integrated and well-
coordinated style and approach. It also has its distinctive rhythm and musical pulse, which accord with the meaning and context of its topics and content... “(Sayyid Qutb, 2004).

"And not a theme (mihwar) which determine syakhsiyah of a chapter, but it is determined by the specific signs and characteristics to a chapter." (Sayyid Qutb, 2004)

Another prominent statement of Sayyid Qutb is:

"Each chapter has its own mauḍū and ghayah (mihwar). Then it has different characteristics from other chapters, apart method of delivery and specific aspects to convey a theme (mihwar) and accentuating the goals of a chapter."

His first and second statement are stated that syakhsiyah al-surah does not mean al-wihdah al-maṣūdhiyyah; he even associates syakhsiyah al-surah with other signs in the chapter. While the third statement indicates that al-wihdah al-maṣūdhiyyah are parts of the aspects that build syakhsiyah al-surah.

Key aspects of constructing syakhsiyah al-surah is a relation or munāsabat between chapters or verses in the Quran.

As mentioned earlier, syakhsiyah al-surah is not al-wihdah al-maṣūdhiyyah. However, al-wihdah al-maṣūdhiyyah, which is based on the science of munāsabat, are the key aspects that make up the personality of a Surah. For example, in the introduction of Yunus, Qutb stated the mīhwar equation of this Surah with Surah al-Anam, which in both chapters present about the nature of the true creed and its role in facing ignorance that distorts the faith, worship, and human practices. However, the presentation and tones resulting from the choice of words and its arrangement make Surah al-Anam firmer and thriller. Whereas the strains of Surah Yunus has softer pronunciation and is soothing although both surahs share the same theme.

Nevertheless, Surah al-Arafa, the surah after al-Anam has a similar theme with Surah Hud, which ranked in the Quran after Surah Yunus. Union themes that shared between both chapters are to explain the movement and spread of Islamic faith throughout the stories of the Prophets which deal with the ignorance of their people. According to Qutb, both of these chapters shared the same tone of presentation in paragraph, pulsating rhythm and similar movement.

From the example above, this clearly shows how Qutb associate munāsabat between the chapters and verses with different styles as to show that each chapter has its personality.

3. Other aspects that make up syakhsiyah al-surah was Jaww al-surah or the unique atmosphere when a chapter or verse is revealed.

The meanings that Sayyid Qutb stressed on Jaww al-surah or unique atmosphere refers to two conditions. First, Jaww al-surah, which based on the unity theme or mīhwar of the chapter as described in the previous aspect. Secondly, jaww al-surah which related with the cause of nuzul ayat, as well as knowledge of science madaniyy and makkiyy. The fact that knowing whether the verse is makkhiyyah or madaniyyah is vital in helping the interpretation of a verse. At the same time, Qutb brings the reader’s attention that the reader can understand the situation and the prevailing circumstances, as well as to emphasize the emotions involved at the time. This situation justifies a close relationship between the union themes of the surah with a particular atmosphere of the sentences revealed.

For example in introduction of Surah Yusuf, Sayyid Qutb wrote as follows;
"The surah is a single, complete unit with an apparent Makkan character reflected in its subject matter, message and ambiance. It reflects the nature of the critical period in which it was revealed. The Prophet was enduring a time when he felt lonely and alienated from his social surroundings, and his followers felt the strains of isolation. With the revelation of this surah, God tells His noble Messenger, Muḥammad, the story of a devoted brother, one Joseph Ibn Jacob Ibn Isaac Ibn Abraham, (peace be upon them all). Joseph too had to endure a series of tests and trials: first, his brothers schemed to get rid of him, then he was thrown into the well where he found himself in fear of his life. Later on followed by his becoming a slave sold like an inanimate object, having no say in the matter and losing all the care and love of his parents. He then faced temptation and seduction, followed by the wicked scheming of his master’s wife and her fellow women. He then had to endure long imprisonment after having lived comfortably in a palace." (Qutb, 2004)

4. Other aspects that make up syakhsiyah al-surah is iqa musiqiyi or a particular ringing sound. What is meant by iqa musiqiyi or unique rhythm and musical pulse are not like a musical rhythm that some people understand. However, what is meant by Qutb was a compatibility tone produced from the selection of the word and its position in the same paragraph where there is a repetition of the same letter, repeating the same word sound, as well as repeating words sound almost identical. Compatibility and mesmerizing beauty of this sound attracting interest and admiration the hearts of the Arabs such as al-Walid bin Mughirah and others, so that al-Walid al-Quran says it’s a magic because the integration and coordination are beyond human ability.

This aspect posed by Qutb in his book al-Taswir al-Fanni fī al-Qurān, in which he stated that, the language of the Quran and His threaded words are completely free from the shackles of rhyme and Arabic poetry. The word and the language style of the Quran are also independent of the general objectives contained in rhyme and verse. The rhythm of the language of the Quran does not require forms such as poetry or rhyme because it has special privileges that go beyond the beauty of Arabic poetry.

As an example of how Qutb connects iqa musiqiyi or unique rhythm sound with the thematic coherent of the surah that makes up its character, as stated in the introduction of Surah Ghafir:

"The whole atmosphere of a surah is one of a battle, the battle between truth and falsehood, faith and tyranny. This is interspersed with an air of grace and mercy whenever the believers are mentioned. The general atmosphere through a description of how earlier communities were destroyed as a result of their opposition to Divine faith, as well as several images of the day of judgment. All in all, these awesome images suit the somber air of the surah. Fittingly, the opening of the surah uses short phrases that carry a distinctive beat;

غافر الذُّنُوب. وقابلِ الْعَقَبِ. شَدِيدِ الْعِقابِ. ذِي الطَّوْلِ. لا إِلَهَ إِلَّا هُوَ. إِلَيْهِ الْمَصِيرِ"

These phrases sound like a hammer striking in unison, with harmony between meaning and rhythm. Note also that words like might and power are frequently used in the surah." Furthermore, Sayyid Qutb also argues that what is meant by iqa musiqiyi is a manifestation of al-Ijaz al-Bayani, which relates to the concept of Nazm al-Quran. Nazm al-Quran is a set of words in a sentence, with the right words and correct order that raises coordination, compatibility, and link among all words, verses, and surahs having the same nature (Al-Biqai, 1995). As a result, this draw
attention and feelings of the Quran as a complete unit. According to Al-Jurjani (2004), he stressed that different sentence structure would bring change to the meaning of a sentence.

The concept of syakhisiyyah al-surah on Sayyid Qutb’s point of view

Conclusion

The basic concept of interpretation in *Fi Zilal Al-Quran* is to provide an overview or display that can be described and felt by the readers of the Quran so that they can experience the message, then adopts its contents. Thus, we find that he presented an overview of the interpretation through the thematic coherent concept or *al-wiḥdah al-mauḍūʿiyyah*, which forms a unique character of every surah in the Quran. However, *syakhisiyyah al-surah* does not mean *al-wiḥdah al-mauḍūʿiyyah*, even though it is more common than *al-wiḥdah al-mauḍūʿiyyah*. Drawing from the aspects form *syakhisiyyah al-surah* anchored by *al-wiḥdah al-mauḍūʿiyyah* itself, accompanied by *Jaww al-surah* based on the circumstances of the revelation, it is a challenge to identify whether it is a Makkah surah or Madaniyyah. Along with that, *syakhisiyyah al-surah* is also shaped by the beauty of the language, which combines the selection of the right word and position in the sentence that matches the theme of a surah, which discloses an audible tone that can affect the readers emotions as well.

The concept of *syakhisiyyah al-surah* is a development and an enhancement of thematic coherent that focuses on the meaning and the essence of particular surahs in the Quran. Hence, the application of this concept to the whole Quranic verses is a matter that can lead to a new dimension in understanding the essence of the Quran itself. In addition, this concept actually combines the ideas that have been preached by previous or contemporary scholars with Sayyid Qutb such as Al-Biqai, Al-Razi and Hamiduddin Farahi. *Syakhisiyyah al-surah* concept is very helpful to the reader of the Quran to obtain knowledge on the background and uniqueness of the surah and simplifies the process of tadabbur that occurs.
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